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C o r p o r a t e
Corporate Portraits

P o r t r a i t s

There is no more suitable way to display an institution’s

high regard for its leaders than to document their likenesses in oil on canvas. Portraiture has
long served as an effective means of recording history in government,corporations,
universities,churches and institutions.

Welcome...

Today, businesses of all sizes continue to turn to corporate portraits as a means of

Thank you for your interest in working with

Leon Loard Commissioned Portraits (LLCP).We consider it a privilege to assist

recording history. Portraits of departing presidents or directors have been given as treasured

and guide you in your search for the perfect portrait artist. Our goal for over the

gifts to the family to show a company’s appreciation for an individual’s years of service, or

past half century continues today - to educate and guide our clients with knowl-

placed on honored walls in corporate conference rooms and libraries for a permanent

edge and integrity. Our priority is to ensure that your investment in a portrait
is simple, convenient and most importantly, a perfect match to your

recognition.

individual taste and budget.

Keeping in mind the time demands placed on the company’s executive, LLCP is careful

For over 50 years, we have developed an excellent reputation for client satisfaction and we have thousands of satisfied clients.LLCP represents only portrait
artists who paint original portraits in oil. This special distinction signifies that

Family Portraits

Family Portraiture is an artful expression of love and

to make all the necessary arrangements in the most time efficient and convenient

pride in one’s family.Whether it is a bust of a revered ancestor or a large group of brothers

manner. Many portrait painters paint portraits using live

portrait painted in oil is the epitome of portraiture.The group of artists we repre-

and sisters, a family portrait is an ageless tradition that continues to grow in meaning

sessions while others use images taken during the portrait

sent is intentionally small in contrast to other agencies, allowing us to more

and importance.

sitting, which allows the executive to maximize his or her

LLCP is an oil portrait specialist in the broad field of portrait mediums.Having a

personally and effectively represent these illustrious painters and better present

Leon Loard Commissioned Portrait’s full-time artist representative knowledgeably

them to you.

time.We will assist you in your search for a portrait artist.

guides you in making the right decisions for your family portrait. Whether to focus on a

To schedule an appointment please call today at

single subject or a group portrait, appropriate ages for family portraiture, and recommenda-

1-800-270-9017 and a personalized portrait artist portfolio

you to view more samples and meet with one of our full-time Leon Loard

tions on clothing,style and setting are just a few issues about which your LLCP artist

will be mailed to you.

Commissioned Portraits Artist Representatives in your home or office

representative will offer guidance.

In this brief brochure, you will view portraits by some of the nation’s finest
portrait painters. There are many other beautiful samples of these artists’portraits we would like to share with you. We gladly extend an invitation for

with no obligation or expense.You will never pay more (and sometimes you
may even pay less!) by taking advantage of the vast services LLCP has to offer
than if you had dealt directly with the portrait artist.
We are thankful for our rich history of serving clients in the southeast and
many other states across our country. Our commitment to customer satisfaction is unequaled. We look forward to serving you in the same fashion.Please
call us today at 800-270-9017.

Most importantly, your LLCP artist representative will then help you in selecting
the artist whose work best suits your taste –
making certain that your vision for a timeless
family portrait is achieved with perfection
and enjoyed through many generations.Please
call today at 1-800-270-9017 to schedule an

Sincerely,

appointment and request that a personalized
LaRue Haigler, Co-Director

Arnold McRae, Co-Director

portrait artist(s) portfolio be mailed to you.

